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Abstract

Mesopotamian cities were formed sometime during the fourth millennium BCE, and many of them continued to be inhabited as much as 3000 years. While urban characteristics of these cities has been extensively studied, the current article is concerned with exploring the inhabitants’ daily experience in the city; a subject that has not been sufficiently explored despite its importance in urban studies. The objective is to expand the understanding of the relation between the ancient city and its occupants. The paper adopts the concept of the City Image as introduced in the seminal work of Kevin Lynch "Image of The City" in investigating aspects of the Mesopotamian city that qualifies it to form a strong mental Image for her citizens, derived from the legibility of its elements and the structure they form. Using a descriptive analytical method in reviewing previous literature, the research first clarifies the shared characters of Mesopotamian cities, and addresses the stature of the city in Mesopotamians' culture. I then specify the five urban elements of the city image as categorised by Lynch; paths, nodes, edges, districts and landmarks, in addition to addressing manifestations of the citizens' urban life in the Mesopotamian city. Afterward, visualization of the citizen's daily experience through the urban fabric of the city is provided, to arrive at a conclusion of the Legibility of the mental image of the Mesopotamian city in the perception of its citizens.
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Mراجعة المدينة الرافدينية : رسم الصورة الذهنية لدى سكانها

الخلاصة:

نشأت المدن الرافدينية منذ أقدم العصور الحضارية. فأهم العلماء في التاريخ الحضري والآثاريون بالكشف عن خصائصها وتكوينها الأساسية، ونظريات الحياة فيها. في حين تأتي النظريات التي تفتح آفاق تصور الجزء الشخصي لسكان المدينة، رغم أهمية هذا الجانب في الدراسات الأثرية، يتم البحث الخلاقي بحري صورة المدينة الرافدينية والتجارية الحديثة، في ما يمكن فاعليتها. ويجد في هذا الاتجاه في تفعيل فهم العلاقة بين المدينة القديمة ومستعاداها، مفهوم صورة المدينة الرافدينية لدى سكانها، ودولتها بصورة机动ية لديهم، وفق مفهوم "صورة المدينة" الذي طرحه كيفن لنج في مؤلفه الرائد (صورة المدينة The Image of the City). باستخدام البحث الوصفي التحليلي بحري، يتم البحث التحليلي الوقائي لمظاهر الحياة الرافدينية في المدينة الرافدينية، والتي تؤلفها صورة بصراوية واضحة لدى سكانها، مستفاداً من توضيح تفاعلات شعبية والبيئة التي تشكلها هذه العشرة. بعد إضافة النتائج المتعلقة بين المدن الرافدينية، وبين مكانتها في الحياة الرافدينية، يقيم البحث وصف معاصيرها المتخذة (المعايير والمسارات والطريقة) بحسب تفصيلوج، ثم يعبر على مظاهر الحياة الحضرية في المدينة، وصولاً لتقديم تصور للحياة الرافدينية خلال مشهدنا الحضري من موقف مواطن، الذي ينطبق الوصفي في النهاية ووضوحية صورة المدينة الرافدينية في ادراك سكانها.
1. Introduction

The work of Lynch constitutes a seminal approach for urban studies which was followed by many scholars with variations and extensions in concepts. Its importance stems from the steering of studies to consider not just "the city as a thing in itself, but the city being perceived by its inhabitants". While his work targeted urban designers and planners of his time, the concept of the (Image of the City) which he introduced still represent an essential pillar in the analysis of urban dynamics, as shown in the study [1] where a computational approach to The Image of the City is proposed. Similarly, Lynch's work can be of relevant importance to historians of urbanism in trying to portray perceptions and daily experiences of the citizens' urban life in ancient cities. The objective of this article is to highlight this potential by looking at the example of Mesopotamian cities.

Mesopotamian cities had been a focal subject for scholars of history and archeology of urbanism, as Mesopotamia is the land where cities were first invented. However, most relevant comprehensive studies on the urban characteristics of Mesopotamian cities look at their apparent components and aspects of urban life; social, economic, political or religious, from an outsider standpoint, which is the view of the researcher as an examiner as in Stone's account in [2] and other studies, like those presented in Oxford's History of Urbanism of 2016, where a focus on each city's history and leading role in Mesopotamian civilization is explained. Few articles presented visions from the inhabitants' position. Such as the visitor's journey portrayed in few lines by Meiroop's (1999) study [3], or the article by Hafford (2018) which described in fewer lines the daily routine of the ancient Mesopotamian around 4,000 years ago [4].

While the study by McMahon [5] tried to show qualities of approaching spaces in the Khorsabad palace entrance from the view of a moving person, to prove that those spaces were designed to lead intentionally the visitor with total control on his senses. The present article attempts at extracting a larger scale experience of the Mesopotamian man in his supposed daily journey through the urban landscape of a typical Mesopotamian city. In this drawn journey, the presence of the five elements of the city is revealed, and thus illustrating the justification of the the city's legibility which qualifies its image-ability.

2. Justifying the Model of a Mesopotamian City

Mesopotamia covers all modern Iraq and the Northern east part of Syria, bounded by the Euphrates to its west. This geographical region has been differentiated by scholars ecologically and culturally into two zones: Lower and Upper Mesopotamia.

Lower Mesopotamia is flat and dry but with alluvial plains and herding lands extending in southern Iraq where permanent settlements depended for irrigation on natural or artificial watercourses. It was known in early times as Sumer and Akkad, and after 2000 BCE as Babylonia.

Upper Mesopotamia, known in later times as Assyria is more varied in relief and received enough rainfall to enable dry farming and settlement through the countryside.

Babylonia and Assyria represented two different cultures in many aspects; yet they became intrinsically bound after 1500 BCE, and Assyria adopted many of Babylonia's traditions and the concept of the city itself may have been introduced to Assyria from the south. Accordingly, despite the differentiation between the two Mesopotamian regions which affected their settlements' types, many shared urban characteristics that allow a generalized picture of the city are present. This will of generalization is in a sense an acknowledgement of the unity and coherence of Mesopotamian civilization.

3. Shared Urban Traits of Mesopotamian Cities:

By observing maps drawn for uncovered sites of different Mesopotamian cities, shared characteristics are clearly noticed. Most cities usually consist of three main zones: first, one or two centers comprising the religious and administrative institutions. Second, the surrounding area of residential neighborhoods and the peripheral zone which includes the city wall and gates in addition to spaces left inside and the surrounding area outside.

Cities which gradually developed from older settlements appear with walls' shapes often nearly oval, due to the successive agglomeration of houses around its center. Urkuk and Ur are examples. In such cities residential quarters appear in the shape of clusters of courtyard houses, one or two storey...
flanking narrow meandering alleys. The wider alleys lead indirectly to the center and there are often some that penetrate, not directly, from the city gate to its center.5

On the other hand, cities which were erected due to rulers' decisions often take clear geometrical shapes rectangular or square. Examples are Assyrian imperial cities of the first millennium BCE like Dur Sharrukin and Kalhu. Although knowledge of the residential quarters in these Assyrian cities is weak, late Chaldean Babylon of the mid-1st millennium BCE draws a picture of the city's potential for representing control of space and place. Blocks of houses in Babylon were regulated geometrically with straight main roads, whether connecting city gates or leading to the center. However, courtyard houses remained cluster together, attached in a semi-organic typology filling the orthogonal regulating blocks [6]. Some scholars mention that houses in inner cities of upper Mesopotamia seem to be less numerous because settlement in villages throughout the well-watered plains of the countryside was possible.[3]

In both categories the center appears planned in geometrical layout, comprising large open courtyards, and often defined with straight inner walls. The peripheral zone, on the other hand has the outer defensive wall of the city as a middle boundary defining its shape and size. Spaces on both sides of the walls are believed to be active areas for city's inhabitants and visitors, as will be explained later.

Although exceptions do exist in features of both categories, the result, for the first category, is mostly an oval city, with organic urban fabric surrounding a well-defined geometrical center. For the second category, it is a rectangular or square city with semi-orthogonal urban fabric surrounding a geometrical center. The interest here is to stress that despite this difference in general morphology, the inhabitant image of the city can be modeled on its shared elemental components and its salient aspects of the urban life of citizens.

4. The City in Mesopotamians' Culture

An ordered environment (...) may serve as a broad frame of reference, an organizer of activity or belief or knowledge. A good environmental image gives its possessor an important sense of emotional security. He can establish a harmonious relationship between himself and the outside world. [7]

It is not difficult to track the above mentioned emotional bond and the appreciation that Mesopotamians had for their cities, which might suggest how successful they found their urban environment beside recognizing and enjoying its image by living in those cities. Although scholars note the lack of distinction in language in denoting the word city but this isn't by any means a sign of undifferentiation [8].5 The concept of citizenship is clearly manifested in different cuneiform inscriptions whether regarding the inhabitants' self-qualities or the city's stature.

Inhabitants of the city were well aware and proud of their distinct qualities as civilized cultured people unlike outsiders living around Mesopotamia. A passage in a Sumerian poetic text written in praise of Ur asserts that even a native Marhsi- a mountain region of Elam- becomes civilized when living in Ur"[8] Civilized living for a Mesopotamian had specific traits including obedience to the proper authorities on the same level as worship for the gods, together with certain eating habits and burial costumes which separate the civilized from the uncivilized. [8]

"From the first millennium BCE there are indications that a small number of old and important cities enjoyed certain privileges and exemptions with respect to the king and his power. In Babylonia these cities were Nippur, Babylon and Sippar, in Assyria, the old capital Assur and later Harran in Upper Mesopotamia. Also Inhabitants of these free cities claimed freedom from corvee work, freedom from military service, as well as tax exemption. These privileges were under divine protection. Their legal status was referred to as the kidinnitu ("status of being under the aegis of the kidinnu" probably some kind of standard). Citizens of Babylon and other Mesopotamian cities appear thus to have become a class set apart from and above the rest of the population not for ethnical or economic reasons but solely because they were natives of certain cities." [8]

The emotional side of the citizen-city relationship can also be traced in Inscriptions. For Ancient Sumerians, the prosperity of the city reveals an effort if not undertaken by the powerful ruler, then by the deity guarding the city. "Sumerian Mythology reveals the efforts of tutelary deities of ancient cities to require the blessings of the God Enil who resides in Nippur the center of religion to ensure prosperity of their cities, the journey of Nanna god of Ur to Nippur is an example" [9].

Another myth about Inanna the queen of Heaven and love, the tutelary goddess of Uruk (Erech), tells how she, through trickery, obtained from her father Enki the lord of wisdom who dwells in Eridu, the divine laws, the me's which govern mankind and his institutions, and brought them by boat to Uruk, to increase its prosperity and welfare and make it the center of Sumerian civilization. As explained by Kramer, the author of the myth gave a full list of the me's and divided civilization as he conceived it into over 100 hundred culture traits and complexes relating to man’s political, religious and social institutions, to the arts and crafts, to music and musical instruments and to a varied assortment of terms unu and alu both apply to every permanent settlement whether a city or village or even a complex of houses or huts. Only the term (i.e., unu) is used for towns, and (i.e., Ëdum, ḫūṣāru, etc) for rural settlements [8], [3]. It is also noticed that the representation of the city is very rare in Mesopotamian art.

5 Residential quarters are not widely excavated by archeologists, they are time and effort consuming with less rewarding results compared to the institutional center of the city.

6 The terminology of Sumerian and Akkadian has no distinct word denoting the "City". The Sumerian
intellectual, emotional and social patterns of behavior [9].

The destruction of the city and its temple was revealed in Mesopotamian poetry as most disastrous and painful calamity for people. The (Lamentation over the destruction of Ur) paints a picture of "the utter desolation that befell Ur and its temple after the Elamites had attacked it and carried of Ibbi-Sin, the last ruler of the Third Dynasty of Ur in 2004 BCE”[10].

As shown above, Mesopotamian cities influenced their inhabitants’ sentiments and framed their beliefs. Such influence must have been sustained by a strong mental image the residents and visitors had for those cities. In the following, the research will try to trace the urban elements which formed that image.

5. Urban Image of the Mesopotamian City:

In drawing the urban Image of Mesopotamian city two main interconnected aspects need to be brought together to reveal a comprehensive view, these are the urban elements of the image and aspects of urban life of the inhabitants.

5.1 The Five elements of the City’s Image

The three zones of the Mesopotamian city described above comprise the five elements which were categorised by Lynch.; Landmarks, Paths, Sectors, edges and districts.

5.1.1 Landmarks

Landmarks are point references considered to be external to the observer. They are more easily identifiable, if they have a clear form; if they contrast with their background; and if there is some prominence of spatial location. [7]

In referring to this definition, the main landmarks of Mesopotamian city may be identified in the architecture of the Palace, Temples as well as Gateways of the city wall.

The institutional center is the religious, political and/or economic headquarter. Its main buildings are usually the main temple with its massive ziggurat which is the stepped temple tower, dedicated to the patron deity of the city, and the ruler's main palace. These are often surrounded by an inner wall, together, as in Ur and Dur Sharrukin (Khorsabad) or separately as in Late Babylon. Other religious or administrative buildings could be enclosed within the center, and the access to the whole complex was limited. The main temple was always in the highest part of the city, the palace usually was not raised like temples. However, the center complex served as a focal point and prominent landmark in the city with its monumental scale of architecture characterized by decorated buttressed walls and projected formal entrances.

City gates as well had distinctive architecture. They were higher than the attached walls projecting buttresses and towers. Their importance is also manifested in their given distinguishing names. See Figure 1

5.1.2 Districts:

Districts are the relatively large city areas which the observer can mentally go inside of, and which have some common character [7].

The institutional center forms a distinctive district in itself, as it is secluded within the inner walls. On the other hand, neighborhoods can easily be identified comprising multiple districts. They have common salient traits that depict their homogeneity. Neighborhoods were of courtyard houses attached mostly from three sides often leaving one façade to the street. Figure 2

Houses were constrained by each other in terms of space and property lines, without a consistent orientation. They were not strictly geometric, and their outlines and internal subdivisions changed gradually over time. Houses varied in size but they relatively were close proximity.

In addition to houses, neighborhoods included several shops, small shrines for relatively minor Mesopotamian deities and sometimes small workshops, spread within the irregular fabric, as revealed in Babylonian Ur.

Although no firm evidence confirms that each craft was concentrated in a specific neighborhood, A case in point is offered by references in late Neo Babylonian texts to the city’s of the tanners and the city of the metalworkers. This is explained as referring to the special quarters to which certain crafts were either restricted or in which they were concentrated for mutual convenience [8]. These quarters might have been in distinctive districts too.

---

7 In [9], p116 see most of these me's mentioned by the myth author.

8 Polycentric cities appeared in Assyria and Babylonia as well. The city of Uruk is famous of its two oldest religious centers; the complex of Eanna precinct of 3200 BCE and the Temple of Anu on its ziggurat of the late 3rd Millenium BCE, while Khorsabad 8th century BCE showed two administrative nuclei; the castle of Sargon II with the main temple and palaces and king’s heir palace in the peripheral zone of the city.

9 In Assyria the site is originally chosen in an elevated point, while in Babylonia it became elevated due to the successive reconstruction of the main temple on the ruins of the previous deteriorated structure according to Mesopotamian culture.
The harbor might also be a separate district outside the city wall where it might act as a neutral zone without direct supervision of the urban political power. According to textual resources, the harbor section, the Kar in Sumerian, Karu in Akkadian, had administrative independence and also separate legal status important for the citizens transacting business there. In the kāru lived the foreign traders; there they had their stores and were provided for by the tavern keeper of the kārn.[8]

5.1.3 Paths:
Paths are the channels along which the observer customarily, occasionally, or potentially moves. (..). People observe the city while moving through it, and along these paths the other environmental elements are arranged and related [7]

The main paths that citizens use in Mesopotamian cities are canals and streets that led to the main destinations an individual might need.

Canals running through the city were used for transport. In that they are significant paths that traverse the city. See Figure 3

Cities also contained major thoroughfares. These were primal paths for entering the city or ceremonial activities in specific events. They had lustrous names like 'pray and he will hear you' in Babylon, or named after a god or an ethnicity group. More minor streets and alleyways existed also, sometimes named after the principal resident. Some cities' sites show that the main streets paralleled the main canal or running more or less at right angles to them [2],[3]. These streets vary in width and length according to the city
size and density of its population and to what extent its administration authorities undertake maintenance. King Sennacherib states that he widened the market street of Nineveh enough to make it royal road, and made it shine (enlightened) like the day [11]. Nabukhadnazar II also paved the processional road of Babylon from out of city through the Ishtar Gate to the temple of Mardukh and adorned its flanking walls with glazed ceramics with reliefs. Minor roads, whether straight or not, were sometimes paved with stone or gravel.

Main streets are connected to the city districts by secondary paths, which then branch into narrower meandering alleys and paths through the residential areas.

5.1.4 Nodes:

Nodes are the strategic foci into which the observer can enter, and which are the intensive foci to and from which he is travelling. They may be primarily junctions, places of a break in transportation, a crossing or convergence of paths (...) or the nodes may be simply concentrations, which gain their importance from being the condensation of some use or physical character. [7]

There are few areas in the Mesopotamian city that fulfill the definition of the Node as a junction or as concentration. For the first type, nodes could be generated at the intersections of streets and alleys where small plazas are formed, thus constituting a welcoming place for public interaction. For the second, the market area could be considered a main public concentration focus. As Mesopotamian cities lack clear physical evidence of markets, it is thought that locus for vibrant commercial exchange are centered in areas such as the open edge zones which form the irregular area left between the end of houses' clusters and the wall of the city, in addition to the inside or outside areas near the gateways of the city, as well as near the city harbor. Similarly the city harbor could also be a prominent node if located inside the city, as mentioned previously. As for the internal courtyards in the precinct of temples, they could not attract condensation of public since their use was often restricted, unless certain religious ritual is performed and public are allowed to participate, then it acts as a node of concentration. See Figure 4.

5.1.5 Edges:

Edges are linear elements not considered as paths: they are usually, boundaries between two kinds of areas. They act as lateral references. Those edges seem strongest which are not only visually prominent, but also continuous in form and impenetrable to cross movement [7].

The outer wall of the city with areas on its both sides represents the main edge in the Mesopotamian city. The wall defined the boundaries of the city and with its fortifications protected it against greedy enemies. Walls also diverted flood water whenever the Tigris or the Euphrates burst their banks. The city walls were buttressed by towers or bastions higher than the wall itself. The wall of Uruk was found to be 9.5 kilometers long with nearly a thousand semi-circular bastions and a surrounding moat completes the defense precautions. As mentioned above, massive buttressed gates gave access to the city.

---

**Figure 4:** The Ceremonial Entrance to the Eanna Temple Complex, Uruk Period, 3200BC. Source: archeology illustrated.com (website 4). The photo illustrates the architecture of the temple institution hosting public rituals in the open courtyards thus acting as concentration nodes.
Canals and water courses were indispensable elements inside or near the Mesopotamian city. Inside the city they form clear edges for districts. They served as a source of water for habitants, in addition to being major routes of communication and trade especially when extended out from the city. In some cities, in lower Mesopotamia like Mashkan-Shapir more than one canal can be found. Canals running through the city end up in harbors inside the city walls near the main gates. See Figure 5.

Figure- 5: The city of Ur 2nd millennium BCE, 3D visualization, (website 5), illustrating the harbors of the city as nodes of concentration. Also the walls of the central Institution and the outer walls constitute defined city edges.

5.2 Urban Life

Life today may be faster paced, but the overall concerns have not really changed. We all need housing and food, work and leisure, family and friends [4]. The material embodiment that has been described above would not be sufficient in portraying Mesopotamian cities. Aspects of urban life and its daily issues fulfilled by residents of these cities should complement the whole view. The following would try to shed light on this side of the image.

5.2.1 Social structure

Scholars recognize the nuclear family as the basic social unit in the city. It comprises a married couple with their unmarried daughters and sons, and perhaps a widowed parent. The family could be enlarged by adoption or by incorporating in its structure outsiders named "brothers. A slave or more could also be owned by the private household and they may be articled to learn profitable crafts to increase their worth and consequently their master's wealth" [8], [12].

Professions, as well, constituted a strong social bond in the life of a Mesopotamian city dweller, and professional ties seemed to overlay ethnic identities and kin relations. Scholars differentiate mainly two categories of professions which enjoyed such bonds: first, there were Craftsmen who were highly specialized and there existed close associations for some crafts that had certain powers and accorded certain privileges to their members. And second, bureaucrats, priests and soldiers, who presented another category of professions. Like craftsmen, these as well were united by their affiliation to one public institution, the palace or the temple, and consequently they had their value in the social interactions [3].

5.2.2 Administrative structure:

A Mesopotamian king was the unique political power; he ruled on behalf of the gods and held responsibility for maintaining the gods' goodwill through rituals and by construction and maintenance of temples [13]. His main obligations to his citizens were to ensure that they are fed and protected from enemies. The king was the military leader in war and guaranteed the safety of his city through enforcing its fortifications, and the fertility of land through digging and maintaining irrigation canals. He was supported by his palatial organization, which comprised officials as administrators and warriors. They were responsible of arranging contacts between the king and citizenry.

Citizens had to fulfill their obedience to the king. They had to pay direct taxes, and perform services for the palace and its officials, to keep up roads and canals and to serve in the army. This relation between king and citizenry changed in scale overtime according to economic and political situation.

A Mesopotamian king was also the highest judicial authority in the state; he promulgated laws and price regulations to correct abuses. However, the city and each of its subdivisions or wards had their own local courts, which were referred to as "assemblies". The epic of Gilgamesh, in its second millennium version, mentions two types of these assemblies, one of the "elders" and the other of "of the battle experienced young men", but still, in the tale, the king made the last choice between the advices of the two councils [8],[14].

Temples were a separate political power. While they maintained the ideology of the "king chosen by the gods", they provided wealth and authority to priests and temple administrators even when opposing royal authority [3].

The role played by the palace and the temple in the solidarity of the city's society is enhanced through organizing public rituals and festivals. Although scholars stress that major temples were not congregational spaces; rather only those with ritual knowledge and preparation could be in the deity presence [13], their spacious geometrical courtyards, however, would have acted as open planned urban places for performing rituals and festivals, in which common people were spectators, and so they acted, in the words of McMahon, "as opportunities for transmission of messages of social cohesion, religious adherence or ideological conformity"[6].

In his daily life, the common Mesopotamian city dweller pursues two types of endeavors; in one hand there is the provision of his daily needs of food, water and the necessary or complementary artifacts for his...
uses. On the other, there is the work inside or outside the city which enables this urbanite to secure his needs. Another third aspect that complements human’s life is not to be overlooked here, namely leisure. Beside these three daily concerns, there could be other adventitious activities like participating in or attending some meeting or assembly or processional ritual and so. Only the main two daily endeavors are highlighted below.

Urban residents had to acquire their food components either from institutions, from fellow citizens, or from the farmers. In addition to institutional redistribution and mutual reciprocity, market transactions have been a third mode of food provision, all three modes were substantial to the economy, and none of the modes should be related with a particular sector of society [3].

Water was abundant close to lower Mesopotamian cities, where Rivers and canals were equally used for irrigation and transport. In Upper Mesopotamia, as well, Kings guaranteed that such water remained available to the city and its surrounding countryside. However, wells, as a second source for water, were most likely to be the choice for drinkable water for urbanites of both Assyria and Babylonia. They are less exposed to pollution factors than rivers and canals, and they are attested in texts from both Assyria and Babylonia. [3]

The securing of daily food and water required that a Mesopotamian urbanite be engaged in a constant profession. There was a wide variety of walks of life in Mesopotamian cities. Trade, industry, farming, building, and management are only examples that already include variant specialties. They were all interconnected in city life. It is out of the scope of this article to elucidate them all, and a spot of light is shed below on craftsmanship and on writing as special types of professions which provide the material evidences of the prosperity and heterogeneity of Mesopotamian urban professions.

Crafts grew and prosper in the early stages of the development of urban society, as they had the necessary means of raw materials and urban clientele, in addition to being exempted from the task of primary food production by the surplus of food available in cities.

Of the main crafts being distinguished in the Mesopotamian cities one could list: Potting, reed work, weaving, leather work, carpentry, stonecutting, metalwork and jewellery –making. Highly skilled craftsmen were in demand by institutions as well as individuals. They might work in institutional workshops or have their own private ones. As mentioned before, they had associations, with an overseer to manage their interactions with central institutions [3].

Writing may be considered the most urban-bound craft. It is recognized that it developed in Mesopotamia for the accounting purposes by temple bureaucrats and soon after palace administrators too.

These officials had to account periodically for the movements of goods, staples, and animals belonging to these institutions. Later on, writing expanded to other contexts such as literature and became significant to a substantial number of citizens.

In addition to public institutions of palace and temple, private urban entrepreneurs also required writing for their complex transactions. Moreover, many of the private scribes probably made their living by helping citizens with paperwork, as professional scribes still do today in the Middle East, as well as for prediction of future events, cures for illnesses, or rituals to avert evil. It is undoubted that Urban environment was the ideal context for all these intellectuals to work and prosper.

6. The city as experienced by its resident:

The mental image mediates in the interaction between humans and their environment: ‘The environment suggests distinctions and relations and the observer (…), selects and organizes and endows with meaning what it sees’ [7].

In the above sections, two aspects of the city were introduced; the five elements that define the Mesopotamian city’s mental image, and the urban endeavors which might prompt the urbanite to a daily journey in his city. In This section a resident’s journey is imagined in an unnamed Mesopotamian city. The description might seem more conform to Lower Mesopotamian cities such as Babylon, Ur, Uruk, etc., but it could also be compatible to main cities in upper Mesopotamia like the city of Assure, or even Khorsabad. The objective of this description is to portray the response and behavior of the resident towards the distinctions and relations suggested by his urban environment. This description is not to be taken as standard action but rather as a probable one, given to assist the drawing of the mental image of the city.

The daytrip might start as the resident leaves his house in the morning, for example, heading to the institutional center of the city, for work. He will pass through the net of pathways in his residential district, leading to the main path which must either finish by or pass by this destination with the main high temple as a landmark. When arriving, the buildings’ scale is huge and massive, with its ample, highly geometrical urban spaces that are organized by symmetry and repetition of its architectural elements such as recesses and projections along with defined and limited entrances. (Figure 6)

Such aspects, must have promoted a behavior of docility by the visitor to the administrators of the place. The pace of his steps, the sound and type of talk and the way of looking and moving all these are carried out in a reserved and self-contained attitude.

---

11 Food products were mostly from non-urban recourses. In addition to products grown in fields, orchards, and gardens, they also included those acquired through herding and food gathered through fishing, hunting. However, some types of food could have been produces in private households inside the city. Moreover, aquatic food of wide range of variety was provided from rivers and marshes.

12 Listed in [3] as the eight main city crafts.
But when the visiting resident moves out from the courtyard of the palace or temple, through the high gates of the precinct walls and starts walking in a main thoroughfare or to the city canal, then his movement would be more fluent and easy and he gets liberated from the feeling of submission. When he gets himself in a boat, heading to the city’s market or inner harbor, he passes by the residential neighborhoods with their humble human scale and smooth organic fabric. There the scale and spaces are more intimate and people move under shades of date palms and other trees. (Figure 7)

Arriving at the harbor site, the Mesopotamian would engage in the more lively movement of people there, like traders and entrepreneurs from inside or outside the city, see Figure 8. Some would arrive in boats through the water course, while others would be coming overland leading animals loaded with goods and materials countryside. Some would transfer merchandise to the warehouses, or meet the harbor administrator for an issue. From the harbor, one can see the high temple on top of the city’s ziggurat as if announcing the gods’ blessings over the city and its citizens from afar. Figure 9

The daily journey of the Mesopotamian resident could be finished by going back to his house or pass by some friends with whom to share company for some more time in a local tavern or so, and have his part of leisure for the day.

7. Conclusion: Legibility of The Mesopotamian City

A legible city would be one whose districts or landmarks or pathways are easily identifiable and are easily grouped into an overall pattern [7].

In this article a representation of the Mesopotamian city was introduced through identifying its urban elements which constitute a clear and strong mental image to the resident Mesopotamian. Accordingly, the five elements listed by Kevin Lynch were matched as follows; the Ziggurat, temple, palace and gateways represented distinguishable landmarks. The network of alleys and streets along with the city canal, if present, represented the pathways. Nodes of the Mesopotamian city are found at the intersections or ends of paths. As for concentration nodes they are represented in the market or the harbor which are elements that witness active and easy movement and interaction of people, in addition to the grand courts in the central religious or palatial courtyards which occasionally host cult rituals. Districts of neighborhoods are recognized elements. While the city walls define the outer edge of the city, the canal and inner walls are recognized as inner edges that complement the image as they define boundaries between districts and beyond.
whole experience of this journey tried to help reintegrate of those elements in a clear totality with which all parts can be organized into an overall coherent pattern, which the resident can feel and hold in his mind.

Thus, the article contributed in illuminating that Mesopotamian cities were legible cities inducing strong mental images to their inhabitants. This view corresponds strongly with the pride and recognition of their distinct self-qualities as urbanite cultured citizens, which the Mesopotamian expressed in textual inscriptions.
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